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Project Partner changes 

Project partner company personnel changes, solar farm construction delays, and AMEO farm restrictions, 

has meant the project has had to find replacements for 4 of the original farms. 2 key lessons here are the 

importance of Project Risk Management Plan to appropriately and timely manage project risks, and the 

importance of structurally sound project design.  

 

Risk management is a critical component of project management, necessary for successful delivery. 

During initial project design, this risk was flagged, and detailed actions drafted to mitigate it. Further, 

Solcast existing relationships with many Solar Farm owners, asset managers and related business in the 

industry helped reduce the impact of this risk event. By adhering to the risk management plan, the 

addition of new partners to the project was de-risked, and project and budget have progressed through 

staging as initially planned.  

 

Risk management is an important consideration in project design. The project was structurally designed in 

such a way that the initial phases of the project were focused on building farm-agnostic forecast 

capability. This project staging meant no project funds were expended on unrecoverable costs. 

 

Solcast key takeaway from project partner changes was the reinforcement of the need for detailed project 

design. This has been a strength for Solcast, with extensive experience of senior staff in the design and 

successful delivery of large projects, in both research and commercial spaces. Further, the development 

and rolling updating of project risk management plans continues to be a core activity performed by 

Solcast on all projects.  

 

SCADA integration 

Each solar farm in the NEM (National Electricity Market) has unique architecture of SCADA 

(supervisory control and data acquisition) system operators, security network set ups, EPC and O&M 

contractors. Navigating this can be involve input from a number of technical experts and resulting 

solutions can be complicated where multiple separate parties are contracted to perform each task. Key 

issues Solcast overcame in this space was managing personnel out of time zone, overcoming language 

barriers, and ensuring correct SCADA fields were provisioned. Continued effort goes into simplified and 

streamlining this process. Solcast body of knowledge grows as we work with new and different setups, 

such that the difficulty of integration falls as number of farms increases. Key lesson is the necessity of a 

dedicated project manager to facilitate communicate with all parties and ensure project progresses 

through staging as initially planned, and to codify learnings to build Solcast internal knowledge.  
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Due to scope of work, potential to partner with SCADA/engineering firms to build additional integrations 

with the Solcast API to allow for easier deployment where a new farm has similar architecture. Solcast is  

 

working with a number of providers in this space, to reduce the time spent on building integrations 

between Solcast API and farm SCADA systems. Further, Solcast has developed API documentation to 

assist future integration parties in this space. Key implication for future projects is reduction in labour due 

to increased internal capacity, issue visibility, and mitigation. 

 

Quality of historical data 

Historical data (1 minute history of solar farm power output) was found on several occasions to have 

large sections of unusable data, due to commissioning phases, or spurious artefacts in the data. Capability 

was internally developed to quality control poor quality data (to automatically detect and process spurious 

artefacts), and to tune with less than ideal historical data granularity. As the portion of bad data received 

was greater than expected, the impact of model tuning on forecast accuracy was lower than expected. To 

improve the effectiveness of model tuning, the ability to tune using live SCADA measurements was 

developed, de-risking the provision of poor data. Additional forecasting models were developed to 

improve forecasting accuracy in the morning and afternoon ramps where clear sky curves were not 

optimum (generally due to seasonality not being captured sufficiently by historical data). 

 

Due to internal Solcast work improving data quality control procedures and improvement in forecasting 

algorithms, key implication of this for future projects is reduced labour time spent identifying spurious 

data artefacts, improved tuning process, and increased forecast accuracy. 
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